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BULGARIAN SELECTION | SHOWCASE
EVERYONE IS LOOKING FOR THEIR IMPORTANT ROLE

STOYAN RADEV, DIRECTOR
HANGMEN
Soﬁa Theater
08.06 Main Stage

What made you accept the invitation from the Soﬁa Theater to direct the play “Hangmen”?
I accepted the invitation right away. With gratitude. Soﬁa
Theater holds the exclusive rights on producing this text for
Bulgaria. The chance to direct Martin McDonagh's latest play
is a rare professional opportunity. He is a very talented and
insightful author, who also happens to be the same age as
me.
What aesthetic principles did you adhere to in the staging?
My objective was for us to achieve an organic stage
experience, where the characters are not some typecast
psychological and social ﬁgures, but people looking for their
place, their important role in a dynamic process. What is
interesting is that the ﬁrst impression of the characters is the
opposite – they seem doomed to be what they are, to have
no development. This immobility is also part of the profound
message of the play. But for that very reason it was important for me not to accept it as a foregone conclusion, but to

ﬁght with it, to oppose its inevitability, even though the
battle may be lost in the end. It seems to me that this is the
only way not just to underline the meaning, but also to
make it happen in real life.
How does this modern British play echo the Bulgarian
context?
On the surface, the analogies are quite direct – the noisy
manifestations of pseudoconservatism and jingoism in our
lands reﬂect the attitudes demonstrated by the characters in
„Hangmen“, although the play tells a story from the midsixties in Northern England. Now here, as well as there at
that time, we face the refusal to think, to look for the real
reasons, to shoulder one's own responsibility; instead, many
people tend to hide behind slogans, to chant retrograde
ideological clichés and thus simulate dignity and devotion to
big and important causes. And beneath the surface we
encounter an even more breathtaking correspondence
between the world of the play and our world, insofar as
McDonagh has presented man globally, any man, as a
prisoner of his vanity, his instincts that make him kill. Pretexts
can change, personal motives may become state policy, but
nevertheless – underlying all that is a dark, immutable
human trait that is demonstrated in any context.
We can say that “Hangmen” is the ﬁrst modern comedy
text you direct. Did you use a different directing approach
and what was it?
Milos Forman, who left us this year, once said that if you
want to go deeper into a topic, you must look at it with a
sense of humor. My approach follows this maxim, which
means that I take humor completely seriously.
Lyubomir Parushev worked on the material.

INTERNATIONAL SELECTION
PETR HORNÍČEK, DIRECTOR OF LOSERS CIRQUE
You and your stage partner Zdenek Moravec achieved
great popularity back in 2010 in the talent TV show Czech
and Slovakia's Got Talent as the acrobatic duo DaeMen.
What motivated you to create a new circus company like
Losers Cirque?
I always knew that acrobatic and theatre was what I wanted
to do and after the show, all circumstances were great. We
wanted to create something bigger than just acrobatic duo
and it didn't took much time till we came up with idea to
start a whole group - now Losers Cirque Company.
For each of the company's shows you invite а different
director or choreographer. How did you choose to work
with choreographer Jarek Cemerek in “LOSER(S)”? Did you
give him the freedom to choose the theme and experiment
or you had the idea and just needed a director?
Jarek is a good friend. I had the idea to create a show and I
came up with some speciﬁc topics. He liked them and
created the whole piece.
Not only as an artistic director, but also as one of the
performers, what makes the show “LOSER(S)” successful
in your opinion? Is it the combination of dance and acrobatic, is it the captivating presence of comic-beatboxer
Ondřej Havlík – En.dru or is it something else?
I thing that the success of this show depends on all those
things - dance, acrobatic, beatbox, stand up comedy, and so
on. It is very varied so the audience is wide, from children to
the elderly.

THE LOSER(S)
Losers Cirque, Czech Republic

08.06 Second Stage

A SUCCESSFUL COMBINATION

Contemporary circus is a quite new art form – is it popular
in the Czech Republic? Where lies its attractiveness nowadays for you and on the other hand - what challenges does
it face?
The popularity of new circus has been growing in the last 10
years. Thanks to that, we have more and more audiences
and opportunities to play our shows not only in Prague, but
all over the Czech Republic. In my opinion, its attractiveness
lies in mixing theatre and acrobatic art together, so the show
has its own story. I think that main problem or challenge is
the lack of training space, where we could train and teach
new members of our group as well.
Natalia Alexieva worked on the material.

"PURE|Realmagination" IS A BEAUTIFUL
AND INTERESTING PERFORMANCE
ÉRIC LEBÉDEL, AMBASSADOR OF FRANCE TO BULGARIA
I liked the little girl in the beginning. She was very restrained,
categorical, even authoritarian at times. Still, she could not
conceal the smile in the corner of her mouth. They put a hat
with ribbons on our heads and we made a different
promenade in the city following the lanes on the alley, thus
distinguishing us from the other passers-by. When we got to
the school I really liked the special ﬁlter that they put on our
eyes through which we watched the multi-coloured lights. I
liked also the many hands on the body. It was difﬁcult to
ﬁgure out whether these were people or just hands. Hands
that wanted to obsess me, but they did not succeed in that
because they ﬁnally became my hands. I suddenly found
myself having many hands! The ﬁnale in the open air with a
touch of the hands was very pleasant. I was a little tired, I did
not want to wake up and the person in front of me did it for
me. Beautiful and interesting performance!
THE DANCERS IN "CIRCEO" WERE MOVING LIKE DEITIES
ISKRA PRODANOVA, DANCE ARTIST
A poetic, magnetic performance. A feast for the eye and ear.
The dancers were moving in a magical, endless stream of
virtuoso technique and sensuality, like deities, mythical
beings, alternating sharp, categorical movements with softness and ﬂuidity. The performance “Circeo” by choreographer Fabrizio Favale immersed us in the beauty and power of
the pure dance, which is becoming increasingly absent
nowadays. This year, the programme of the festival has
shown us the diversity of the movement language and its
various forms in the selected dance performances.

FESTIVAL FORUM
THE FESTIVAL IS DEVELOPING
EMMANOUIL KOUTSOURELIS
HELLENI CENTRE OF ITI, GREECE
This is my third time here at the festival and I can see the
development. There are various performances, including
many experimental works. That is very promising! It shows
the potential of the festival itself to bring new theatre forms
together and that way it gives them the environment to
grow up. I just saw “The Happy Beckett”. Besides the
interesting interaction that was happening with the
audience, the performance created all the time different
ﬁelds, areas, pictures… These exciting visual images helped
us to follow all the stories. The way the space was set up and
the way the text, written by the audience, was constructed,
made “The Happy Beckett” really intensive experience. And
we didn't get tired of it. The artists took the freedom to
create other stories within Beckett's “Happy Days”. I didn't
see any other relation to Beckett though. I liked the actress
most. It is interesting how she communicates with the new
texts for each performance. And all these words are by
people she doesn't know. The fact that for each performance she uses a different text shows that she is not only a
talented actress, but also a very experienced one. Every year
since my ﬁrst time at the festival, I've been noticing the
difference and all the new things that have been happening.
Some productions follow the conventional way of doing
theatre and some are strongly progressive like “The Happy
Beckett”. I see something that is happening everywhere –
hybrids between the old and the new school of theatre.
Although some artists use some new elements, they are still
doing a conventional theatre. And some people base their
performances on classical texts but try to do them with a
new stage language. I perceive that. We are in 21st century
and we need new aesthetics in theatre.
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„BOOCHEEMISH“ IS ONE GRAND JOURNEY

PETER DUNDAKOV, COMPOSER AND MUSIC PRODUCER
12.06 Festival and Congress Centre

BooCheeMish Concert

ALTERNATIVE NARRATIVES
AND STRUCTURES
SUSAN STROUPE, THEATRE DIRECTOR,
CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL THEATRE DEVELOPMENT, USA

Cultural inﬂuences on you are diverse. The music you create borrows from the experience of various arts, fragments
of various genres. Can we say that nowadays music in its
classical form is probably impossible?
For me, classical music is not a stiﬂing frame. When I ﬁrst
started work on the album, its protagonist was The Mystery
of the Bulgarian Voices. I was invited by Boyana Bounkova,
who is the manager of Schubert Music Publishing for Bulgaria. The ﬁrst land, from which we had to depart, was the
Bulgarian folklore and the uniqueness of these voices, which
are entwined with the songs. And they truly are a limitless
wealth! This, in a certain sense, is the dialectic between
something that has limits, while at the same time pushing
the limits is so important in my understanding of folklore.
One must take into consideration certain speciﬁcs of those
voices. When we started work on the album, we did not
want to limit ourselves to the tradition by revisiting what

was done in such an ingenious way in the 80s. History means
not remaining in one place. Our idea was to do something
that is modern, while at the same time preserving the power
of Bulgarian folklore and the uniqueness of the voices.
And how did the meeting with Lisa Gerrard come about?
The talks with Lisa Gerrard went through Schubert Music
Publishing. This is an international company with ofﬁces in
various countries. Their German ofﬁce contacted one of the
keyboard players of Dead Can Dance, Jules Maxwell, who is
also involved as composer in some of the songs. He left for
Australia to talk to Lisa and soon after that they sent the ﬁrst
5 or 6 demo disks. I worked on the arrangements, enriched
them in the context of the Bulgarian folklore and changed
the whole range of instruments. We also worked with the
percussionist David Kuckhermann, who is an exceptional
musician. He has a very broad overview of the percussive
arts, not only in Europe but also in the Middle East, of the
exotic percussive sound. Later we invited Skiller. For me,
there is a touch of genius in him. What he does is also
folklore: a completely non-institutionalized tradition, born
of the development of the world in the late 20th and early
21st century. Together with Skiller and David Kuckhermann,
we tried to preserve as much as we could the irregular time,
and just to update the sound. We wanted to leave the
substance of the work in irregular time. And we continued
to work like this for a period of about 3 years. But time
passed quickly, with hard work and a lot of walls, which we
smashed down with our heads.
Rada Ezekieva worked on the material.

Archaeological Museum

The ﬁrst concert presentation of the album of the famous
vocal choir „The Mystery of the Bulgarian Voices“ with
special guest Lisa Gerrard will happen on June 12. What
makes the symbiosis among all remarkable participants in
the project BooCheeMish so strong?
The voice is what unites everything in the project BooCheeMish. The voice as an opportunity for expression of the musician, the personality. For me, all forms of shouts, purely human expressions and speech itself in folklore are extremely
interesting. We have integrated that in the album. It does
not just present well polished songs, it strives towards the
most primitive forms of expression. What we have prepared
for the audience in Varna will be one grand journey.

I've really been enjoying the site speciﬁc pieces a lot – “The
Happy Beckett”, “Pure|Realmagination” and “Hakanai”.
Seeing what's happening outside of the theatre building
was very interesting for me. This is becoming more popular
in the US. It's interesting to see what other countries are
doing in this regard as well as to see things that are
happening outside of the realm of the more traditional
plays. I'm enjoying to see what these alternative narratives
and structures are like. For me “Pure|Realmagination” and
“The Happy Becket” were the two performance that were
the most profound in those regard in terms of taking a risk
outside of the traditional narrative. In “The Happy Becket”
just wiping away the text of a well-known play, I think is very
risky. Especially when it's a play by Samuel Beckett! The way
that they reconstructed something using only the audience
contributions, and to do it so quickly, was quite impressive.
The organization for this is mind-blowing and the way they
executed it was beautiful. In “Pure | Realmagination” I was
surprised by the way they were able to transport the
audience into what felt like deep sea diving, certainly
creating a separate space within the world around you, as in
another dimension, a dream.

HAKANAI
Adrien M & Claire B.

I also very much enjoyed “Chamkoria”. It is a very good play
and one-person show. To me it was a little unusual, but it
feels like very progressive type of storytelling. I know that is
an American who did the translation and this was very clear, I
felt like that translation made it very relatable, I understood
it so well and could see the emotional depth of that show. I
saw also the dance piece “FLAPSE”. I was paying close
attention to the content that it seemed this desire for
human connection: getting rid of things and going back to
the tactile sensation. I see that as a trend in lots of different
theatres, including the US. To go back to our senses, is what I
also saw in “Pure|Realmagination”. I enjoyed seeing it in
“FLAPSE” in a way that I haven't seen before – literal extreme
of body postures, trying to negotiate the two bodies, trying
to be human again.

REVIEWS
GOOD AND DIFFERENT STYLES OF THEATRE
NINA KRIZAN, CROATIAN ITI CENTRE, CROATIA
mapping and the connection of the dancer with all the visual
images, with the dramatic music and sounds. I really liked
“Delhi Dance”. The directing surprised me in a lot of ways
and the performance was another proof for how good the
Bulgarian actors are. In every Bulgarian performance I saw
the best thing was always the acting. I like the opportunity
the Showcase gives to so many different artists and it is good
that we have the chance to see not only some of the best
Bulgarian performances, but also international works.

Kliment Ohridski School

I enjoy being a guest for ﬁrst time at Varna Summer Theatre
Festival. It shows really good and different styles of theatre
all at once. I really liked the performance “PURE|Realmagination”. I thought it was innovative and touching. It was
spiritual and full of emotion. I felt like I was in a galaxy,
somewhere in the space. And I felt safe all the time. I really
trusted the person who was leading me through the whole
installation. I have never experienced an artistic performance like that! “Hakanai” was also impressive with the great

PURE|Realmagination
Christian Bakalov
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cannot separate the concept from the structure. In a way the
structure of a festival is its own concept as well. One of the
important questions for me is how ﬂexible a concept can be.
What exactly creates the concept of a festival? We are
currently working on sticking to the structure - the festival
has four modules and we don't want to change that, only on
special occasions, we try to invent something new around
them. Actually the concept of the festival and its title always
comes in the end. Because we feel that if you start with the
concept, you either have to make too many compromises or
you may ﬁnd yourself in the risky situation where you create
something, which does not exist. The important question for
me is what makes the conceptual frame of a festival and
how ﬂexible one can be in it.

On June 7, the international and Bulgarian festival guests –
programmers, theatre critics and professionals, took part in
the panel discussion “Do Festivals Reshape the Theatre
Landscape” which took place in the Festival and Congress
Centre. The ﬁrst inputs came from the panelists Nikolay
Iordanov – director of Via Fest Foundation (organizer of
Varna Summer ITF), Alja Predan – ex-festival programmer of
Borštnikovo srečanje Theatre Festival in Maribor, Slovenia,
and Tamasz Yaszay – theatre critic, university professor,
curator and artistic advisor of a theatre festival in Szeged,
Hungary. You can read her the opening remarks of the
moderators of the both part of the discussion – Kamelia
Nikolova and Asen Terziev – which outline the questions
proposed for discussion.

KAMELIA NIKOLOVA
THEATRE RESEARCHER
In this panel discussion, we invite you to talk about the
importance of international theatre festivals for the local
and national theatre cultures and for contemporary theatre
today. The festivals have a long history. We can ﬁnd its
beginning in the ancient Dionysian festivities. In the past the
festival was in general a local event. Sometimes the audience
was a mixture of local communities and foreign guests, as it
was the presentation of the Mystery plays in the Middle
Ages. The contemporary idea of the theatre festival as
international event appeared after the World War I and the
strong development of this idea was after the World War II
with the appearance of the Edinburgh and Avignon theatre
festivals in 1947. After that theatre festivals became a space
for encounter of different theatre cultures and ideas for
theatre, of different ways of making theatre, as well as for
exchange. The boom of new theatre festivals was after the
fall of the Berlin Wall in the end of 1989. Then a lot of new
theatre festivals appeared in Central and Eastern Europe.
Varna Summer ITF was one of them – it was established in
1992. These festivals tried to develop in a very strong way
the idea of the international theatre festival as a special
space for meeting of different ideas for theatre, of different
theatre cultures.
I tried to make this very short presentation of the history of
theatre festivals only to direct our attention to some of the
basic questions related to contemporary theatre festivals,
which I believe we will comment in our discussion. How have
theatre festivals developed themselves and transformed the
idea of the festival as a crosspoint of different cultures and
ideas. Maybe this is the ﬁrst and quite important question.
The second one, in my opinion, is the question of identity.
How do international theatre festivals today build their own
identity? Do they have a speciﬁc proﬁle? If so, how do they
achieve it? And maybe the last question could be how are
the festivals involved in the development of theatre live at

the moment in national and international context. How do
they work for the appearance and establishment of new
names and ideas, for the exchange of information about
theatre life in local and international culture? How do they
work for the development of theatric language, if they do? I
believe these are important questions and we can start our
discussion answering them and maybe adding some more.

ASEN TERZIEV
VIA FEST FOUNDATION
I consider two important things as part of any festival. The
ﬁrst one is the link between the different social contexts.
The second one is the importance for the festival to go out of
its own frame and to connect with different layers of the
communities where it takes place. One of these layers are
young people. We should not only see them as future
audiences, but just as members of the community. This can
also play a role for festivals to enhance theatric language
when they provide ground for projects like the one we have
here in the programme – Christian Bakalov's “PURE | Realmagination”. You can only see the part for the audience, but
it involves a lot of volunteers, who took part in its preparation and realization. I do think that working with the
community is a very important part of the festivals. But what
is also very important is working with the professional community itself. Some years ago the Bulgarian Festival Association was established. It turned out that there are so many
festivals that the festival community decided to differentiate
itself. This is also an issue of establishing identity. What has
been a crucial problem for the existence of festivals is that
sometimes they tend to start serve some superﬁcial
ideological lines – working with this or that prescribed type
of groups like children, amateurs etc. I believe that we
should always strive to strike a good balance.
The issue about the concept of a festival puts some questions to me. In previous years Varna Summer Theatre Festival
always started with a concept. There were different selectors, who had to propose the concept and then to ﬁll the
programming. However, eventually we changed it. You

Different functions of a festival have been discussed so farthe representative function when festivals represent
national theatre, the intercultural dialogue and the dialogue
between different genres or ways of making theatre, between the independent scene and the repertoire theatres
and so on. I think that in the contemporary globalized world
the solely representative function of a festival is already
outdated. Of course, there is this undisputed function of the
festival to connect local and international scenes. Sometimes
the impact of the international shows could be easily seen.
But I am also amazed when at festivals you see very progressive international shows and the local theatre life. This is
something that can be observed only during a festival. And it
is quite often the case when you see that audiences can have
access to interesting new events from the global theatre
scene, but the local landscape doesn't seem to change very
much. And I think that this is a very interesting issue to
discuss.

FESTIVAL FORUM
FESTIVALS NEED
A COMPREHENSIVE
APPROACH
INA BOZHIDAROVA, THEATER EXPERT AND CRITIC
You took part in the panel discussion “Do Festivals Reshape the Theatre Landscape?”. What is your perspective
on this question?
The discussion touched on many important topics that
concern the theater art and the development of festivals in
general. It is clear that the problems we are experiencing are
the same that our foreign colleagues mentioned. The
audience development, the inclusion of the whole city in the
festival event are the needs we also have and the goals we
strive for. It was interesting for me to hear the speech of our
US colleague who told us about another type of festival
event. As she said, they do not have the opportunity for such
a theater dialogue that the festival offers. The questions
that have been asked are yet to be answered. We must strive
to ﬁll these gaps. This is not just a question of ﬁnancing but
rather of a comprehensive approach.
Which shows in the festival programme did you manage to
see and what are your impressions of them?
I have a theoretical and creative interest in theater adaptation and naturally I was particularly impressed by “Chamkoria”. This is a fortuitous circumstance for the novel - to ﬁnd
an appropriate interpretation, an interesting director and
actor. This is a solo performance, which is staged in line with
the postmodern intuition about the time we live in and it is
interesting for the audience. The dance piece “Circeo”, also
based on legend material, was also interesting. The dancers'
professional performance showed our audience a different
perspective. On the other hand, some of the Bulgarian
performances demonstrated that the Bulgarian theater
seems to be looking more at interdisciplinary forms.
Lyubomir Parushev worked on the material.
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FESTIVAL FORUM
FESTIVALS BROADEN THE HORIZONS
ALJA PREDAN, FESTIVAL PROGRAMMER AND DRAMATURG,
CELJE CITY THEATRE

This is your ﬁrst time at the Varna Summer Theatre Festival. What is your impression of it so far?
I am very happy to be here for the ﬁrst time. I have been
invited many, many times before but since I was programming my own festival at the very same time, I was never able
to join you. As far as I have seen the performances which are
part of the Showcase and of the international programme, I

am really satisﬁed with both. I liked some of the productions
very much and I am looking forward to the new ones that
are about to come in the next few days.
Which were the performances that you liked?
Well, ﬁrstly, I have to say I was really impressed by the
screening of “The Three Sisters”. I ﬁnd the performance an
amazing project and I would really like to see it live someday.
I think the direction is really intelligent and fantastic, never
ever have I seen actors who play like double roles – their
characters are deaf people, playing a Chekhov's performance. Very, very complicated. This is one of the performances
that stroked me the most so far. From the Bulgarian
selection I liked “Chamkoria”, especially the actor. A great
actor! The novel must be also interesting, although it was
difﬁcult for me to read so quickly the subtitles in English and
some of the text I didn't really understand. It is a very well
done performance. I liked also “The Happy Beckett”. I
thought it was a witty and very Beckett text in a way, even
though it was partly written from the audience. Of course, it
could have been shorter, it could help the performance to
cut it a little bit in order to squeeze the dramaturgy. On the
whole, it was a really nice show. The actress was perfect! I
liked the idea that the director, the set designer and the
composer also participated in the performance and in a way
all of them mocked themselves and this type of self-irony
was more than welcomed.
You took part also in the panel discussion “Do Festivals
Reshape the Theatre Landscape”. What do you think, can

THE THEATRE FESTIVAL
IN VARNA HAS SUCCEEDED
IN BUILDING A TASTE
FOR THE UNFAMILIAR

Siana Nedyalkova worked on the material.

speech of their essences (bodily, gestural). In this directorial
approach the emotionally suggestive, imperceptible and
engulﬁng performance engages in a speciﬁc feature of
Chekhov's dramaturgy, which is widely discussed but rarely
achieved. This is the suggestion of the parallel intensity of
the lives of people living together. It is precisely in the course
of the sign language that we manage to see the dreadful
picture that while one experiences the greatest happiness,
the biggest misfortune strikes someone else in parallel with
the same intensity. In general, things happen simultaneously
in Chekhov's plays. The performance managed to make us
feel the simultaneity of the happening parallel lives and
individual experiences. This is a contributing move of the
director and it is no coincidence that the performance is so
acclaimed.

VENETA DOYTCHEVA, THEATRE RESEARCHER
What is your point of view on the question in the panel
discussion “Do Festivals Reshape the Theatre Landscape”?
Among the abundance of festivals worldwide, theatre
festivals are a small but important part. Theatrical life
follows a variety of roads. Some of them need special
attention and attitude. This also explains the emergence of
speciﬁc theatre festivals. When we talk about the traditional
major international festivals that focus on the most
innovative and productive trends and the highest quality of
the artistic context, it is important to realise that they can
not be an obstacle to developing local festivals. The most
important thing as a development issue is the concept of the
festival, its proﬁle. It can not be universal. Every programmer
of a particular festival should not ignore the speciﬁcs of the
place where it happens. The festivals also have the
important role of a bridge between experts and artists who
present high-quality production but also a bridge that
people can pass to reach this production - to learn step by
step the riskier new forms but also at the same time to enjoy
theatre, without the festival being a confusing picture.
Festivals serve to develop new sensibilities in the audience,
to build different connections between people in the city, to
create a favorable climate in the environment in which they
are held, to deliver unexpected aesthetic experiences that, if
it wasn't for the festival, the local environment could not
create and experience on its own. The festivals have a
constructive, proactive role for local communities. We heard
in the conference that the organizers encounter similar
problems and solve them in a similar way - using intensive
and consistent efforts, tailored to the capacity of the local
environment, which accepts what it needs at the moment.
Taking small steps and efforts, the Theatre Festival in Varna
has really succeeded to build a taste for the unfamiliar in the
audience.

festivals they change the environment where they take
place?
Yes, they can, if there is a mutual interest. If the festival is
conceived as a broader platform not only as a focused
theatric event in the city. If there is a link with the local
authorities and the community itself, then the festival can
inﬂuence the city and turn it into a recognizable iconic place.
Small cities are much better and more appropriate for really
big good festivals than the huge metropolis, because they
are more condensed and the people like to be together. You
don't spend much time traveling from one venue to another.
Of course, such city has to have good infrastructure and nice
venues. If you want to build a good festival for the local
community, it has to reshape other structures as well, not
only theatrical spaces. Then you can really do a good festival,
a really big one. Festivals have an impact on every single
person, they are not only for professionals. When you don't
have international festival in the city, the audience is
absolutely incapable of perceiving foreign performances.
While if you have such festival for a long time, you can see
the development in the spectators' perception. It's not that
the festival serves itself only. No, it is broadening horizons for
audiences on one hand and it can encompass the
community to participate in special events, on the other. This
depends on the concept of the festival, but you can always
make a community project within the festival, and, of
course, it absolutely affects and inﬂuences theatrical
resources in your home town or in your home land.

What impressed you the most in this year's edition?
The dance performance “Circeo” was very powerful! Extremely exquisite and aesthetic spectacle, created with
impressive professionalism, in which, without any straining
provocation, the viewer is actively involved in the imagery of
the performance. It is intriguing that the performance is too
minimalist as a medium, but creates many rich and even
picturesque shapes. The bodies of the dancers in an aesthetic mode borrowed from the imagery of the deformity,
without disturbing the beauty of the movement. The transformation went through the air, the lighting, the movement
of matter – all of this created a beautiful theatrical reality
that the audience recognized and generously responded to.
Another great highlight was the performance of “The Three
Sisters” of the Novosibirsk theatre we saw as a screening.
The sign language builds a very concentrated expression of
the overall presence of the actors - we are experiencing the

Among the Bulgarian performances I would also like to note
the powerful staging of “Delhi Dance” by the National Theatre – a similar play and production, replicating Chekhov's
expression. The experiences of one event are multifaceted,
each meeting transforming the experiences of each
participant. The guest-performance of one of the hit shows
for the season “Chamkoria” of Theatre 199 was also very
impressive. “The Happy Beckett” directed by Mariy Rosen
was also quite intriguing and so was the performance of
Anna Valchanova – a free interpretation of Beckett, where
the play is based on the motif and the essential idea of the
play “Happy Days” and builds a variation through the preengagement of and provocations to the viewer. That
seemed quite interesting to me.
Elena Angelova worked on the material.
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